Birthday Party Story

TEACHER: create a numbered list of the kids and then insert...
Lion/Flower/Dolphin/ Crow/Pigeon/Bow/Child/Dog/Cat/Penguin/Turtle/Fish/Happy
Baby/Candle/Table/Eagle/Tree/Yoga (do your favorite pose)
(if you have more kids make some of them TWINS)

Once upon a time (1)_________________ the DOLPHIN and (2) ___________________ the CROW were sitting at home watching TV.

They heard a knock at the door and went to see who it was. It was their good friend
(3)_____________________ the LION. (3)_____________________ wanted to know if they had been invited
to (4)_________________ (birthday child’s name) PIGEON’S birthday party.
Everybody was going to be there!

(1)____________________ DOLPHIN and (2)________________ CROW were very sad. Neither of
them had been invited. They cried and cried like a little CHILD. Then the doorbell rang again and
more of their friends magically appeared at the door:
(use as many as you need)
(5)____________________ the DOG, (6)__________________________ the TURTLE,
(7)____________________ the FISH (8)___________________________ the COBRA. (9)
____________________ EAGLE,
(10)____________________ the PENGUIN .....They had all gotten their invites to the party
and couldn’t wait to see if everyone else was going!

Just then (1)____________________ the DOLPHIN’s mom came inside the room and said:

(1)____________________________, I just got the mail and here’s an invitation to
(4)____________________ PIGEON’S birthday party. It sounds like it’s going to be so much
fun. It’s a YOGA birthday party! You will be able to stretch your mind and your body and THEN
light the CANDLES and sit at the TABLE and enjoy some birthday cake! Let’s make sure we get a
nice present with a beautiful BOW on top.

(2) ______________________ the CROW called his/her mom right away to see if she/he too
had received an invitation to the Party. She told her/him that it came today. They all jumped
up and down and rolled around like a big bunch of HAPPY BABIES.

The day of (4)____________________ PIGEON’S birthday party was very beautiful. The
FLOWERS were blooming, there was a nice breeze and the TREES were swaying.
Everybody had a wonderful time and and practiced lots of YOGA. At the end of the party they
were all sooooo tired...